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Prerace
This guide is a tool to build and strengthen the interest,

understanding, and commitment of employers to form part-

nerships with schools and create work-based learning oppor-

- tunities for young people. Partnership is both the goal and

the foundation of this guide.

The Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (NWREL)

and Jobs hr the Future OFF) chose to collaborate

product because both institutions are com-

mitted to expanding opportunities for all

youth to make informed and meaningful

career decisions, preparing young people for

the demands of a changing workfcirce, foster-

ing Pioductive partntrships between schools

and business, and using the community as a

learning resource.

on this'

The Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory has a 30- -

year track record of providing research and development ser-

vices addressing the needs of children, youill, and adults.

' While governed by a board of directors drawn from Alaska,

Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and Washington, the Laboratory's

leadership activities extend nationwide. The Education and

Work Program serves local and state-organizations commit-

ted to building systems thatserve all persons on their life and

career journeys.

lobs for the Future OFF) is a national, non-profit organization

that conducts research, provides technical asSistance, and

proposes policy innovation on the interrelated issues of wor.k

and learning. Founded in 1983, IFF's goal is to encourage poli-
. _

cies and practices that prepare all citizens for effective transi-

tions b-etween learning and work. )FF is one of the leading

organizations in the country working to.improve the scho-ol-

to-career transition of ai; yoking people. for the past six years,

. 1FF has worked at .the local, state, and national levels to

develop a new system for linking employers with schools and

for placing all youtdon career paths.
Northwest itegional

Educational laboratory

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Welcome to the growing number of schools recruiting employers

as partners in work-based learning.

Work-based learning is a competency-based experience that inte-

grates classroom instruction with structured worksite experiences.

Its purpose is to allow students to gain occupational and employa-

bility skills while applying and advancing their ability in academic

areas. Through work-based learning, the school and the workplace

become resources for students to learn about careers, reflect on

their interests, set personal goats, and develop the skills and

knowledge needed for a productive future.

This guide contains strategies and resources to help you involve

employers in your community in work-based learning. It is

designed to help you secure their commitment and provide them

the information and support they need to work with youth.

This guide is in four sections:

Strategies describes ways of approaching employers, piquing
their interest in work-based learning, and securing their
commitment. This section also offers suggestions on how
to prepare employers and their employees for working with
and supervising students. Throughout this section are Action
Steps that provide concrete suggestions on how to carry out
employer recruitment plans. You will find an Action Step
wherever you see an arrow ( ).

Fact Sheets answer questions employers commonly ask about
work-based learning. They cover logistical issues (explaining
subjects such as liability, child labor, and union involvement)
and program approaches (describitv, fivc different work-
based learning strategies). Each ready-to-use Fact Sheet is

NWR EL CONNECTIONS: Linking Work and learnIng IF F
111
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recruit
designed to be applied in a variety of ways as you recruit
and orient employers in your community. Case Highlights
bring to life the issues discussed on Fact Sheets by telling sto-
ries of employers, students, schools;and communities in-
volved in work-based learning. You will find case highlights
in the page margins. Black-line mast,ers of the Fact Sheets are
packaged separately with this guide so they can be easily
photocopied.

Roles and Responsibilities of Partners summarizes what
each key person (employer, employee, student, and teacher/
program coordinator) involved in work-based learning is
responsible for doing.

Glossary defines terms used in this guide as well as others
relevant to work-based learning.

-How,do you use th i s- ujde?
Thu-e is no one right way to use this guide because there is no
one right way to recruit and orient employers to work-based
learning. Instead, this guide provides a flexible framework you
can tailor to meet your specific needs.

The first section, Strategies, includes suggestions on how to involve
employers in work-based learning and provide them with the
information they need to work with students. Because no two
communities are alike, you need to consider each suggestion in
light of what you know about the employers in your area.
Consider this section as a set of recommendations, not command-
ments. Use it to design a recruitment and orientation strategy
suited to the unique characteristics of your community.

Once you have crafted your recruitment and orientation strate-
gies, the second section, Fact Sheets, includes resources to help
you carry out your plans. This section answers questions em-
ployers commonly ask about work-based learning. The Fact
Sheets have a variety of applications. Use them to prepare a pre-
sentation, produce marketing materials, structure an orientation
session, or assemble an information packet. Use the last two sec-
tions, Roles and Responsibilities of Partners and Glossary, as
supplementary resources for these and other purposes.

R EL CONNECTIONS:Linking Work and Learning ifF



reoruit
We encourage you to use the information in this guide in a way
that best meets your program's needs. To make the guide practical
for a wide variety of uses, it is printed and bound for easy dup-
lication. The material may be reprinted without permission for
use in your program; please give credit to the Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory and Jobs for the Future.

What is not in this gu de?".,
This guide is an introduction to work-based learning; it does
not address every issue that arises when recruiting and orienting
employers. rhe Fact Sheets help answer the questions most
consistently raised by employers. However, a variety of impor-
tant topics are not covered here such as students with dis-
abilities, conflict resolution, transportation, and recordkeeping.
Unfortunately, we were unable to address all issues relevant to
work-based learning within the limits of this guide.

The Fact Sheets and other resources in this guide are designed to
help you recruit employers and inform them and their employees
about work-based learning. This guide does not, however, provide
suggestions on how to assess the learning potential of a work-
site, develop an integrated curriculum, or implement a program.
Other products in the Connections series are available to help
you and your community structure and carry out these aspects
of work-based learning. For a complete list of Connections prod-
ucts see the inside back cover of this guide.

NWREL CONNECTIONS: Linking Work and Learning IEF
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To establish work-based learning experiences for students,

you must build a network of employers, target those most likely

to participate, approach them to secure their commitment, and

inform them about how to work with students. These principles

are at the heart of employer recruitment and orientation.

The following pages provide general strategies as well as

specific Action Steps to help you get employers on board.

Building a network of employers involves creating a circle of
relationships in your community. As you make more contacts
with employers, the circle of potential work-based learning
partners v dens. Ways of initiating this networking process
include the following:

Use current contactsWhen trying to recruit employers,
the best place to start is with the people you already know.
Begin with the contactsformal or informal, professional
or personalyou already have with local businesses.

Use the employers you know to expand your circle of
contactsThe employers you know, of course, know other
employers. Ask employers for referrals to other businesses
and potential contacts. Even the employers who do not
choose to form a partnership with your school may be able
to suggest others willing and able to provide worksite learn-
ing opportunities for students.

Use business leaders to involve their peersOne of the most
effective recruiting strategies is to find "champions," employers
who strongly support work-based learning and are willing
to promote the concept to their peers. Employers like to hear
from and are often more easily convinced by people who
"speak their own language" and can relate directly to their
questions about working with students.

12

strategies

Z. Inventory ti lt. ways your

school or district is con
nected to employers. For

example, contact members of

vocational education advi
sory committees or

cooperative education

partnerships; get in touch

with liaisons between your

school and organizations
such as Junior Achievement

and scouting groups.

INWREL CONNECTIONS: linking Work and Learning IFF-12
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part of your daily routine

your physician, dentist,

mechanic, tailor, travel

agent, veterinarian, and

grocer are all people you

could involve in work
based learning.



strategies

Identify local unions

by looking in the yellow

pages under °If for labor

Organizations. Contact

your area's central labor

council to btlp you target

your efforts. Ask vocational

teachers mad counselors

in your school or district
for names of labor repre
sentatives who serve as

members of program, advisory

comnittees.

Consult with local orga
nizations (e.g., business

education compacts,

parenttaacher associa
tions) or local officials

for anecdotal information

on the business conmunity's

partnerships with schools

or involvement in workforce

development initiatives.

Research local media such

as newspapers, journals,

and video archives for
information on business

involvement in school or

comnunity activities.

Request copies of annual

reports or mission state
ments;these often high.

light a business's civic

activities.

Use the resources of organizations that have existing
relationships with employersSeek out the organizations
in your community that have connections to employers and
can help you leverage support for work-based learning.
Intermediary or brokering organizations such as chambers of
commerce, small business development centers, and trade or
industry associations can furnish membership lists. They can
also provide a forum for your ideas by including you on the
agenda of meetings or arranging special opportunities for
you to meet with representatives of member organizations.

Many labor organizations participate in councils and com-
mittees geared toward education reform and can point you
in the direction of affiliated employers supportive of work-
based learning. General business organizations like the local
Rotary Club or Kiwanis are also good sources of employer
contacts through membership lists and events. To reach
employers who may be underrepresented elsewhere, be sure
to include specialized groupssuch as minority business
councils and professional organizations for womenin your
networking.

Finally, state agencies such ar economic development and
employment departments are valuable resources given their
experience in job placement.

As you create a network of employers you will be connectin s
with a broad cross-section of the community. As your circle of
contacts expands, you will eventually want to focus your efforts.
To make efficient use of time and resources, target employers
most likely to be interested in getting involved with work-based
learning. Characteristics of good employer candidates include
the following:

Prior involvement in school-blisiness partnershipsThe best
place to start is with employers who already are or have been
involved with schools and other youth-development programs.
If their experience has been positive, they may be willing to
form a partnership with you for work-based learning.

1 3
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Commitment to leadership in community affairsEvery
community has employers who are active in civic affairs.
Employers in nonprofit industries such as health care, social
services, and government are active because they have an
explicit mission to serve the community. For-profit employers
often become involved in civic activities because they recog-
nize it is good business sense to promote a positive public
image by giving back to the community and the local con-
sumers on whom they depend.

Regional and national companies (e.g., banks, manu-
facturers, utilities) often encourage their branch offices to get
involved with local community issues. If there is a local
branch of a regional or national company in your communi-
ty, inquire whether its commitment to civic affairs includes
school-business partnerships and which, if any, branches are
involved in work-based learning. Businesses in your area
may be more willing to participate in work-based learning if
they know the head office has endorsed it and if they have
information on what othei branches are doing.

Familiarity with international work-based learning models
Knowledge of youth-training systems in other countries

can increase employer receptivity to work-based learning.
For example, European systems integrate school and work-
place learning and depend on the collaborative commitment
of schools and businesses to invest in the lives of young peo-
ple. Employers who have European customers or sub-
sidiaries, who are themselves the product of a European
training system, or who have participated in study tours to
Europe are often more likely to understand the benefits of
work-based learning.

Demand for better skilled workersEmployers in many
industries are concerned that they will not be able to find
capable new employees for entry-level or skilled technical
jobs. A variety of factors contribute to employers' concerns
about the quality and %pi* of their workers, including an
aging workforce, rapid technological changes, demand for
new and different skills, and the decline of traditional train-
ing pipelines for employees. Any of these trends can boost
employer interest in work-based learning because it is an
investment in the skills of potential future workers.

NWREL CONNECTIONS: Linking Work and Learning 1FF
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Contact the community
relations specialist at

the business's regional or

national heedquarters to

obtain information on its

policies for working with

schools and a list

of branches that are

active in this way.

Use library resourtes
or annual reports to

research whether a company

has ties to or does busi-

ness with corporations in

nations that have strong

youth training systems

such as Germany, Denmark,

and Sweden. Use local

media to research employ-

ers' backgrounds

to find out if they have

first-hand experience

with European educational
systems.

Consult state economic

development or employment

departments for informa-

tion on industry skill

demands. local resources

such as the chamber of

commerce or city/County

government can help you

determine whether these

demands are affecting the

training and hiring prac-

tices of businesses

in your community.



strategies

Contact the chamber of

commerce; it is an excellent

source of information on

local companies.

Take advantage of the

resources available at

local public, college,

or university libraries.

Librarians can help you

find information about

employer interests and

industry trends.

-41(

Commitment to training and upgrading workers' skiils
Employers who have invested in workers' skills and continuous
improvement are likely to understand the value of work-based
learning. Employers who provide benefits such as basic skills
training, quality management programs, and tuition reim-
bursement to employees are likely to support your vision of
work-based learning for young people.

When you approach employers, it is important to have an under-
standing of their perspective, interests, and motivation. The bet-
ter you frame your ideas to reflect their ways of doing and
thinking about things, the more your recruitment efforts are like-
ly to succeed.

As you prepare your approach, keep in mind some of the follow-
ing issues:

Understand employer motivationWhen asked why they
participate in partnerships with schools, employers generally
point to labor market needs and civic responsibility. Efforts
to recruit employers should address both of these issues and
be framed in terms of the benefits to them.

Recognize that all employers are not alikeEmployers are
not a homogenous group; a variety of factors affect their
decisions, including the size of the business, its management
structure, work environment, and mission. Do your home-
work before contacting employers; learn as much as you can
about their company and industry. Create an employer pro-
file so you can suggest a partnership that meets both your
program goals and the employer's needs and interests.

Expect and be prepared to answer hard questions
Employers want clear, concise explanations. They respect
those who respect their time and experience. Employers will
want to know about program administration, design, pur-
pose, costs and benefits, and the roles and responsibilities of
partners. The more you anticipate questions on these issues,
the more likely your recruitment efforts are to succeed.
Typical questions raised by employers include the following:

b
NWRCI. CONNECTIONS:Linking Work and Learning /FF



strategies
What roles and responsibilities are being .asked of me
and my employees?

What will work-based learning cost in wages, time,
and training?

Who is responsible for program administration and
governance?

What kind of support will my staff and I receive from
the school?

What legal issues do I have to consider?

How will students be selected?

What kind of preparation do students receive before
coming to the workplace?

If students have behavior or attitude problems at the
worksite, who is responsible for handling these situations?

Has this kind of program been successful with other
employers in this or other communities?

How will my company and employees benefit?

Understand why some employers resist getting involved with
work-based learning Knowing in advance the most com-
mon reasons employers give for not participating in work-
based learning can help you anticipate their concerns and
thereby make a stronger appeal. The most common explana-
tions employers give for their resistance to form partnerships
with schools include the following:

Anxiety about liability or child labor issues

Limited experience working with or supervising young
people

Limited time to devote to training young people

Discomfort with bringing youth into the workplace

Concern about lack of program structure and support

Anticipated resistance from employees or union officials

Additional costs in staff time, wages, and insurance

NWREL CONNECTIONS:Linking Work and Learning IFT



strategies

Deepen the partnership

with employers by increas-

ing their involvement in

sdhool activities. For exam-

ple, invite employers to

serve on program steering

committees, provide input

on curriculum development,
comment on the skill denands

of their industry, volun-

teer in the classroom, or

offer summer internships .

for teachers.

Send letters out in small .41(

batches so you can follow

up with each employer in

a 'timely fashion. If,

for example, you send out

hundreds of letters at

once you will not be able

to contact all the employers

shortly after they receive

them. This increases the

chance that employers will

have forgotten about the

letter by the tine you call.

Define what you mean by partnershipKeep in mind that
you are asking employers not only to provide a service to the
school, but also to become partners in shaping how young
people learn and prepare for their futures. Think about what
that partnership means to you; innovative ways of involving
employers will foster shared program ownership and a mutu-
al connection to broader education goals. Whereas some
employers will not have the time or interest to do more than
work directly with students, others will want to make a
stronger link with the school.

Contacting emp o e r sit

Once you have finished researching and targeting employers and
you have the necessary information to address their questions
and concerns, the next step is to contact them. Bringing employ-
ers on board is a process; do not expect to seal the deal as the
result of a single phone conversation or meeting. Unless they are
already familiar with work-based learning, most employers will
need time to warm up to the idea before they are able to make
a commitment. Keep the following suggestions in mind:

Send a letter of introductionBefore calling an employer
consider sending a letter to introduce yourself and briefly
describe your work-based learning program. The letter
should be no more than a page. In the closing, mention that
in a week you will follow up with a phone call to discuss
the program in greater detail. If you do not have a specific
contact at the business, address the letter to the head of
human resources or personnel. In small businesses that do
not have these distinct departments, send it to the president,
executive director, or general office manager.

Sending a letter of introduction is often better than cold
calling (calling employers with no advance notice), because it
gives employers basic background information before a first
conversation. In small communities, this formal step may not
be necessary.

11:IL__I__IWREL CONNECTIONS:Linking Work and Learning IFF



Make ph3ne contactIf you call an employer as a follow-up
to a letter of introduction, use the conversation as an oppor-
tunity to begin discussing the details of work-based learning
and to gauge the employer's interest in forming a partnership
with your school. If, however, you are cold calling, this is
your first chance to introduce yourself and describe your
program. Whether you are calling to follow up or make an
initial contact, schedule an in-person meeting if the employer
is interested in learning more about the program you are pro-
posing. Follow up your phone conversation with a letter con-
firming the meeting and include a fact sheet on work-based
learning for their reference. (You could, for example, include
one of the Fact Sheets from the next section of this guide).

If you are cold calling and you do not have a specific contact
at the business, ask to speak with the head of human
resources, personnel, or hiring. If this person is not responsible
for making a decision about work-based learning, it is likely
that he or she will be able to direct you to the person who is.

Meet with the employer in personRegardless of how initial
contact is made, it is important to schedule an in-person meet-
ing. Set the meeting at a quiet location that is convenient for
the employer. This is your chance to give a full presentation
on your program, spelling out program logistics and the roles
and responsibilities of partners. Ask the employer to give an
overview of his or her business, describing features such as
its services or products, the number of people employed, and
the work environment. Encourage the employer to discuss
candidly any concerns or reservations about work-based
learning and to ask questions about your school, program,
or students.

Outline the next stepsAt the close of your meeting, outline
the next steps. If the employer is interested in forming a part-
nership with your school, arrange a time to sign written
agreements and decide on when students can begin learning
activities at the worksite. If the employer needs more time to
think about getting involved, arrange a time to follow up
with additional information and to answer other questions.
Finally, if the employer is not interested in work-based learning,
clarify why he or she does not want to participate. This will
help you better understand his or her motivations and decide
if you should approach the employer again at a later date.

I

strategies

Prepare notes of what you

want to say before call
ing; having notes in front

of you can help you stay

on track during the con
versation. Use what you

know or have learned about

both the company and

industry to anticipate

questions and present

ideas that will get the

employer's attention.

lbw leave the employer an

information packet with

items such as a school

brochure, fact sheets on

workbased learning, a
summary of benefits to the

employer, letters of

endorsenent from other

participating businesses,

a statement of roles and

responsibilities of part
ners, and a sample student

learning agreement. Select

items carefUlly; the fewer

you include, the more

likely they are to be

read.
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styategies

Contact other schools to

see if thoy have--or are

interested in--work-based

learning for their students..

Also contact local commu-

nity or four-year colleges,

apprenticeship programs,

and trade schools, all of

whichumually have connec-
tions with employers. If

there is or will be cometi-

tion for employer partners,

convene a group of inter-

ested parties to discuss

the best wa4 to provide

opportunities for all young

people without overtaxing

the business community.

Whether or n.)t an employer agrees to form a partnership
with your sch.)ol, always leave on good terms.

Be professionalWhether communicating in person or on
the phone, adhere to the norms of the business community.
Remember that many businesses have stricter dress require-
ments than schools. Respect the employer's timeknow your
material and present it concisely. Be a good listener and
respond frankly to questions the employer raises.

Coordinate your recruitment efforts with those of other
schools and learning institutionsIt is likely that other pro-
grams in your community are trying to develop partnerships
with employers. In the long-run, you are better off coordinat-
ing your efforts with other schools and learning institutions
rather than competing with them. An organized approach to
recruitment, taking into account the needs of the entire com-
munity, will prevent local employers from being over-
whelmed with requests for work-based learning opportuni-
ties for students. In small communities, coordinating recruit-
ment efforts can be as simple as sharing records on employer
contacts and partnership agreements. However, in larger
communities it may be necessary to establish more formal
systems, such as coordinating committees and electronic
databases, to ensure that all schools and learning institutions
make the most efficient use of the local employer base.

Create a record-keeping systemAs you recruit employers,
keep careful records of whom you have contacted, the infor-
mation you have shared, their level of interest in providing
work-based learning experiences, and any follow-up activi-
ties. Careful record keeping will help you organize your cur-
rent efforts as well as build a database for recruiting employ-
ers in the future. Include as part of your records the reasons
reluctant employers give for not forming a partnership with
your school.
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Orientinv,employers
and employees

Employers and the employees who will be working with students
need to be familiar with the objectives of your specific work-based
learning program and understand their roles and responsibilities.
Essential elements uf effective employer and employee orientation
include the following:

Get acquainted with your worksite contact personTo
coordinate your orientation activities, not to mention the
work-based learning program as a whole, you need to work
collaboratively with a worksite contact person. The contact
person, who is chosen by the employer, acts as a liaison
between the workplace and the school and serv.s as a
resource for participating employees who have questions
about working with students. find out who this person is,
introduce yourself, explain the program, and plan activities
such as the orientation session.

Conduct a formal orientationThe information you provid-
ed to the employer during the recruitment process may have
been shared with his or her employees; however, it is impor-
tant to formally present the program mission, goals, and
expectations to those who will be working with students.

Orientation discussions should cover roles and responsibilities
of partners, program structure and objectives, adolescent
behavior, mentoring skills, different cultures represented at
the school, and support services for employees working with
students. Depending on the type of work-based learning, it
may be appropriate to include additional topics such as
insurance and liability, child labor laws, and confidentiality.

When conducting an orientation session, allow time for
employers and employees to raise questions and discuss issues.
If possible, circulate a copy of your agenda before the ses-
sion, and let them add to and comment on items. The orien-
tation is your chance to share information essential to the
success of the work-based learning experience; therefore, you
want to be sure you are not overlooking issues central to
employer and employee interests and concerns.

'0
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strategies
Prepare an information packetNo matter how well you
present information the first time, it is always helpful to
leave behind written materials to which employers and
employees can refer. The information packet should include
items such as an overview of program goals and policies, a
description of the roles and responsibilities of all partners,
relevant sample forms, the names and phone numbers of
school and worksite contacts, and a list of support resources.

Orientation activities and materials will help employers and
employees understand work-based learning, but they will likely
need additional support once students arrive at the worksite.
Usually the less intensive experiences (such as field trips and job
shadows) require less employer and employee support As stu-
dents spend more time at the worksite involved in activities that
require greater responsibilities (such as career explorations, intern-
ships, and extensive work-based learning), employers and employ-
ees will need more ongoing assistance to sustain a successful
worksite experience.

You cannot anticipate all the support needs that will arise once
employers and employees begin working with students. However,
some suggestions for providing support include the following:

Identify the points of contactMake sure employers and
employees know who to contact at the school or the work-
place if they have a question, comment, or conflict.

Provide supplemental informationEmployers and employees
will likely raise questions throughout the course of working
with your students. It is natural for issues (such as confiden-
tiality, conflict resolution, and nontraditional occupations) to
arise as students get involved with the people and the work
of the company. Provide relevant information on an as-need-
ed basis using the resources at your school and in your com-
munity to help you respond to questions.

Organize workshops or seminars on how to instruct and
evaluate studentsAlthough they may have experience
teaching and supervising adult workers, employers and

1.4
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employees may need help guiding young people at the work-
place. A workshop or seminar might focus on understanding
adolescents, teamwork, cultural diversity, and mutual respect
of opinions.

Stay in regular communication with employers and employees
Whether in person, by phone, or through meetings or
electronic correspondence, staying in regular contact with
employers and employees can help you identify and resolve
problems early. Checking in on a casual basis is generally
sufficient, altl .:ugh sometimes more formal methodsmeet-
ings, interviews, surveysare useful.

Coordinate experiences at the schoolArrange opportunities
for interested employers and employees to teach a class, help
lead a seminar, or simply observe students in class to under-
stand better the school component of the work-based learning.

Use a newsletter to highlight work-based learning activities
Start your own or contribute articles to an existing school or
company newsletter. Publishing articles about your program
is an opportunity to reinforce information provided during
orientation and keep partners informed of progress.
Encourage employers and employees to contribute articles as
a way of sharing their experiences and exchanging ideas.

Organize employer and employee recognition activities
Send the message to the employers and employees working
with your school that their participation is highly valued. In
addition to sending thank you letters, plan activities such as
recognition breakfasts or program picnics to give the school
and the community a chance to celebrate employer and
employee participation and to support their involvement in
the future.
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fact sheet

The previous section helps you plan how to recruit and orient

employers. This section provides the tools you need to carry

out those plans.

On the following pages, 15 Fact Sheets answer some of the ques-
tions employers most commonly ask when considering work-
based learning. The Fact Sheets are ready-to-use resources you
can apply to activities such as the following:

Preparing for a presentation with a prospective
employer partner

Organizing an orientation session

Assembling an employer information packet

Helping employers recruit their employees and peers

The Fact Sheets cover an assortment of topics, which fall into
two main categories:

The first 10 Fact Sheets cover logistical issues related to
work-based learning such as insurance and liability, child .

labor, and union involvement.

The last five Fact Sheets describe different work-based learn-
ing strategies. These Fact Sheets are written to address the
person(s) working directly with students. TIley include spe-
cific suggestions on what to do and a checklist that summa-
rizes key action steps.

Black-line masters of the Fact Sheets are packaged separately
with this guide so they can be easily photocopied.
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fact sheet

A small real estate agency

was solicited by the clam-

ber of commerce to provide

workbased learning oppor-

tunities for local high

school students. The owner

of the agency was inter-

ested, but wary of commit-

ting too much of the

company's time. After

hearing that there was a

wide variety of possible

activities, the agency

owner agreed to host job

shadows, which require

minimal time. Alter sev-

eral job shadow experi-

ences, the owner agreed to

host students for both

career explorations and

internships. "We all got a

lot out of those job shad-

ows. The kids got a taste

of what it's like to work

in a real estate agency

and we realized how help-

ful we could be without

interfering with business.

Now we want to have them

for longer periods of time

and really teach them

about the business."

What is
work-based Learning?

Work-based learning is a competency-based experience that
integrates classroom instruction with structured worksite
experiences. Through work-based learning students gain occupa-
tional and employability skills while applying and advancing
their knowledge in academic areas.

Work-based learning uses the school and the workplace as
resources for students to learn about careers, reflect on their
interests, set career goals, and develop the skills and knowledge
needed for a productive future. It provides students an opportu-
nity to interact with adult workers, observe and ask questions
about careers, do hands-on activities, and reflect on the skills
and knowledge needed to lead fulfilling lives.

Each of the many types of work-based learning experiences
requires different degrees of time, planning, and commitment.
The further one moves along a continuum of work-based learning
(such as the one pictured on the following page), the more intense
the experience, the longer students spend at the worksite, the
greater the involvement of employers and teachers, the more
opportunity there is to connect what happens at work with what
happens at school, the more time employers and employees
invest in mentoring and supervising students, and the greater the
opportunity for students to assume responsibility for their own
learning.

Employers can get involved in work-based learning in many
ways. Some employers begin with an experience that requires a
minimum of time and effort, while others prefer to begin by
working closely with teachers and students in designing a long-
term, fully integrated program. Interestingly, the employers who
start with a moderate level of activity often expand their com-
mitment as they recognize the benefits of work-based learning
to young people as well as to their own workplace.

There is no one right way to become involved with work-based
learning. What is appropriate depends entirely on the employer's
interest': and how those interests change or stay the same over
time.

20-
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What ir;
work-based learning? cont. fact sheet

Field Trip

1-3 hour tour

of a workplace

Job

Shadow

3-6 hour

experience during

which students

observe

employees

Career

Exploration

10-30 hour

experience during

which students

spend time one-

on one with

workers and do

hands-on activities

hitt. nEhip

3-18 week

experience during

which students

develop broad

skills through

hands-on learning

and instruction,

culminating in a

product or presen-

tation

Extensive

Work-based

Learning

3-12 month

experience during

which students

gain specific tech-

nical skills, college

credits, and/or

certification

through hands-on

learning closely

integrated with

school-based

activities
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A pest control company

ran a classified ad for

controllers and received

50 applications. Alter two

rounds of interviews no

qualified candidates

energed. "The problem,"

the (Amer/imager explained,

"is people thirac all this

job involves is.spraying

basements for bugs. Sure,

it's an entry level posi-

tion, but it's not that

simple. We train on the

job, but.there are some

skills you just expect

like knowing how to deal

with customers in a cour-

teous manner, or under-

standing the importance of

getting to an appointment

on time. Math and science

skills are important, too.

I need people who can do

estimates and eventually

pass the licensing test. I

turn down a lot of appli-

cations because there are

so many mistakes in them.

I need people who can show

that they do careful work;

otherwise, I'm out of

business."

Why is work-based
learning important?

To stay competitive, today's employerslarge and small
need highly skilled people who can think critically, solve problems,
make independent decisions, and be effective team members.
There is growing concern, however, that employers will be
unable to find entry-level workers with these qualifications.

Research underscores that the nation is not adequately preparing
young people to be productive workers..Part of the problem is
that most young people do not see a connection between what
they learn in school and their future careers. Students are not
unfamiliar with the world of work. The 1990 U.S. Census esti-
mated that more than 50 percent of 16- and 17-year-olds and
more than 25 percent of 15-year-olds are part of the nation's
workforce. A more recent study revealed that close to 70 percent
of 12th graders are employed part-time.* But few of these expe-
riences lead students to connect what they do in school with
what they do on the job, leaving them in the dark about the
range of skills and knowledge required to succeed in today's job
market.

Schools alone cannot provide students with the necessary
combination of academic, technical, and social skills; they need
the support and cooperation of the business community. In
forming a partnership, teachers and employers can create learn-
ing opportunities that expose young people to the skills, experi-
ences, and attitudes essential to succeed in today's economy.

From the school's perspective, the value of work-based learning
is that it provides a real-world context for academic subjects.
When given the opportunity, students are eager to connect what
they do in school to the adult world. They generally demonstrate
greater enthusiasm for classroom learning when they can see how
it relates to their future.

When thoughtfully planned and carefully structured, work-based
learning is an effective way for students to assess their interests
and set personal and career goals as they build academic and
technical skills that prepare them for the 'challenges of a rapidly
changing world.

* source: Digest of Education Statistics, 1995. Washington, D.C.: National
Center for Education Statistics

2/
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What are employer
benefits of

work-based learning?
Work-based learning not only benefits the student, but also has
significant rewards for the employer. Consider the following:

Qualified entry-level workers Many industries have a
scarcity of capable new employees for entry-level and skilled
positions. Working with students can help expand the pool
of job applicants and reduce training costs. For example,
students who complete internships as part of work-based
learning experiences during the school year often acquire
sufficient skills to qualify for paid entry-level positions after
they graduate or during the summer.

Productive workWhile some work-based learning activities
center primarily on observation, others provide opportunities
for students to do hands-on learning. Students who take on
real responsibilities often do productive work. A contribution
of productive work does not violate child labor laws if
(1) the work-based learning is a planned program of
sequenced activities that promote the mastery of basic and
employment skills, (2) the benefits to the workplace are off-
set by the burden of instruction and supervision, (3) it does
not displace any regular employee, (4) no wage is paid, and
(5) there is no promise of employment upon completion of
the work-based leat ning activity. (Seek legal advice or con-
sult federal and state wage and hour offices regarding all
child labor issues.)

Positive public imageIf a business depends on the loyalty
of customers in the community, playing a visible role in a
partnership with schools and students helps create a positive
public image. Good community relations make smart
business sense.

Fulfillment of civic responsibilityEmployers in the non-
profit sector often have as part of their charter an obligation
to serve the community. Forming a partnership with schools
can help meet this civic responsibility.

NWR EL CONNECTIONS: Linking Work and Learning IF F
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*teaching hospital spon-

sored several internships

for students. A technician

in the phlebotomv lab was

impressed with the stu-

dents' enthusiasm, but was

embaxrassed that she often

could not answer their

questions. Worried that

she might misinform them,

she began studying in the

evenings. After several

months she decided to take'

the certification exam.

'Although her supervisor

had suggested several

times that she do this,

she had always lacked

the self-confidence.

Working with the'students

motivated her. When she

passed the exam her

supervisor gave her more

responsibility in the lab

and with the students,

which helped her enjoy her

job more and do it better.

What are employer benefits of
work-based learning? cont.

Increased company moraleThe enthusiasm of young people
'can be contagious and frequently has a positive impact on
employees. Adults often feel pride in sharing their expertise
with students and find new excitement for their jobs when
they are around young people who are interested in what
they do and who want to learn from them.

Tax creditsIn some states employers receive tax credits for
providing workplace learning opportunities for students.
State employment and education agencies have information
about the circumstances under which this applies to work-
based learning.

Investment in the futureConnecting students with the
workplace gives them a clearer sense of the demands, oppor-
tunities, and responsibilities associated with being productive
citizens. The time and attention given to young people today
will ultimately affect not only their future, but everyone's
future. The students of today are the workers, consumers,
policy makers, educators, and parents of tomorrow. The
stronger foundation they have, the better off everyone will be
in the long-run.

Personal satisfactionBecoming involved with students is
rewarding; it is exciting to help a young person discover
and learn about the world. Through work-based learning
students often take greater interest in school, increase their
sense of connection to the community, and behave more
responsibly. It is satisfying to be a part of this process of
learning and personal growth.

2J
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How can an employer
recruit employees to

work with students?
When recruiting employers to participate in work-based learn-
ing, the school contact will usually meet with the owner, senior
manager, personnel director, or whoever is responsible for hiring.
The person who makes the decision to form a partnership with
the school will not necessarily work with students; however, he
or she will take on or delegate the responsibility for recruiting
employees to participate. To build interest among employees, the
employer should keep the following suggestions in mind:

Use the school contact and the local union as resources
It is lik ly that the school contact, with his or her experience
working -vith a variety of employers, will be able to help
design a strategy for recruiting employees. The local union
is another potential resource. With adult programs offered
through local affiliates, union representatives may be able
to offer insight on what is (and is not) effective in getting
employees involved in different kinds of initiatives at the
workplace.

Designate a lead contact personThe employer should
identify an employee willing to coordinate the work-based
learning experience at the worksite. Employees may be more
willing to participate if they know there is someone who will
be on call to help if problems or questions arise. Depending
on the size and intensity of the program, it may be important
to divide the responsibilities of the contact person among a
team of employees so that one person does not feel overbur-
dened. Although this requires more coordination at the
worksite, it relieves anxiety about workload and extends the
sense of ownership for the program.

Build interest throughout the companySell the idea
of work-based learning to people at different levels of the
companyfrom the chief executive officer (CEO) to front-
line workers, from board members to union representatives.
In smaller companies, orient the senior staff members and
encourage them to support employees interested in working
with students. Once employees recognize that the program is
valued throughout the organization, they will more likely
want to participate.

1
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The manager of a food

distribution center in a

small suburban community

could not get any employ-

ees to volunteer to be

job shadow hosts. The

school contact suggested

building some grass-roots

support by finding a small

group of employees with

children at the school and

have their own children do

a job shadow with them.

The parents were pleased

with hsw the experience

went-especially how pre-

pared their children were

to ask questions, intro-

duce themselves to other

workers, and observe the

worksite. This made the

parent-employees advocates

of work-based learning,

who then volunteered to

recruit co-workers.

How can an employer recruit employees
to work with students? cont.

Approach employees in ways they trustBuilding interest
in work-based learning requires a personal appeal from the
people employees trust most: other employees. Employers
should seek out volunteers willing to recruit their peers. An
information session is a good opportunity to give employees
a chance to hear from co-workers who either already have
had positive experiences working with students or who
already believe in work-based learning.

Anticipate key questions and concernsEmployers should
not be surprised if some employees are reluctant to volunteer
to work with students. Employees generally give several
reasons for not wanting to get involved: apprehension about
demands on their time, the threat of students displacing work-
ers, and the possibility of being held liable for accidents.
They may also express anxiety about their ability to "teach"
or deal with adolescents. The worksite and school contacts
shoule work together to find the best way to provide
employees with the information and support they need.
Employees will be more willing to participate in work-based
learning if they are confident that resources are available
to answer their questions and address their concerns.

Create a system of support and rewardEmployees need to
know that they will receive the necessary support to work
with students. Employers, working with school contacts,
need to provide employees with orientation sessions and
materials and trainin; about special issues such as conflict
resolution, motivat;ag students, and handling emergencies.
Employees need a ssurance that they will not be penalized in
any way (e.g., pAy docked, benefits lost) for working or not
working with students. Because participation will require
employees to develop new skills and change their routines,
employers should consider providing incentives such as
tuition reimbursement or special company recognition.
Generally, the school contact will take responsibility for
activities such as thank-you letters and newsletters that show
appreciation and community support for employee and
employer participation in work-based learning.

31.
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What liability issues
arise with

work-based learning?
Because students must be insured at school and work, insurance
and liability issues arise any time students leave school premises
to continue learning at the workplace. If students are participating
in paid work-based learning experiences, they should be covered
by the employer's workers' compensation insurance and liability
policy. If, however, students are in unpaid work-based learning
placements, insurance coverage and liability can rest with either
the school or the employer, depending on the circumstances.

Liability issues generally fall into four categories: (1) injury
occurring to the student while at the workplace, (2) injury occur-
ring to the student while in transit to or from the workplace,
(3) injury to patrons or employees of the workplace, and
(4) damage to the employer's property.

For employers to protect themselves from risks and liabilities,
they must seek legal advice on this matter. This Fact Sheet pro-
vides some general guidelines for understanding relevant insur-
ance and liability issues; however, it does not substitute for legal
advice or local policy.

Injury to the student at the workplaceStudents involved in
paid work-based learning experiences should be covered under
the employer's workers' compensation insurance. This coverage
affords the employer the same protection for students in paid
positions as it does for full-time, regular employees.

Students in unpaid experiences cannot be covered by the
employer's workers' compensation plan; however, because
students' learning activities off school premises generally are
considered to be an extension of the school, they are usually
protected by the school district's liability policies. However,
as more and more students take advantage of unpaid learn-
ing opportunities in the community, many employers and
school administrators now want students covered by special
insurance policies and riders. To provide this coverage a
school district can amend its workers' compensation insur-
ance or purchase separate medical coverage; an employer can
acquire a general liability policy.
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The project manager of a

hydroelectric dam wanted

to have students do unpaid

internships, but was con-

cerned about the risks of

having young people work

around potentially dangerous

equipment. The school con-

tact assured the project

manager that insurance and

liability for stadents

would be covered through an

extension of the district's

workers' compensation

policy, which was paxt of

a pre-existing cooperative

education program. The

project manager created

eight internships, but

then an unexpected problem

arose--no public trans-

portation went to the dam

and none of the students

had their own cars. The

project manager arranged

to transport students in

the dam's passenger van,

but first checked with

the company's insurance

carrier to make sure the

students Would be covered

in the event of an acci-

dent.

What liability issues arise with
work-based learning? cont.

To avoid misunderstanding in the event of accident or injury,
the employer and school contact should discuss all relevant
insurance and liability issues before students enter the work-
place. The school contact should get in touch with the district
insurance agent to determine specific provisions and call
state and federal departments of labor to determine whether
students are considered under the law to be in an employment
relationship. The employer should also be prepared to discuss
liability issues with a representative of his or her insurance
carrier to make sure all necessary coverage is in place. The
school district and employer should sign a written agreement
specifying the termssuch as insurance requirements, hold
harmless statements, responsibility for supervision, and sub-
rogation rightsof the liability and coverage for students.

TransportationIn general, liability for injuries or accidents
during transit rests with the party responsible for transporta-
tion. For example, a student is responsible if he or she drives
a personally owned car, the district is responsible if students
travel by public transportation; and the employer is respon-
sible if students are transported in a companylowned vehicle.
There are, however, variations in different districts and states,
making it necessary for the school contact, working with the
employer, to determine the standards that apply locally.

Injury to patrons or employees of a businessThe employer
and the school district are exposed to the possibility that
students may cause injury to patrons or employees of the
business. By extending its liability policy, a school district can
usually provide coverage in the event a student injures some-
one at the workplace. Exposure to the employer
can also occur, particularly if the employer has sole responsi-
bility for training and/or supervising students.

Damage to the employer's propertyIt is possible that either
through accidental or intentional acts students will damage the
employer's property. The employer's property insurance may
provide coverage in such cases, but there will likely be deduct-
ibles, payment of which will need to be negotiated between the
employer and the school district. Possible solutions are to have
the students named on the school district's policy if it provides
property damage coverage or to have the employer waive sub-
rogation rights against the district, school, and students.
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When do child labor laws
apply to

work-based learning?
The federal Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) protects the rights,
safety, and well-being of young workers. The FLSA applies to
students involved in work-based learning experiences if, under
the law, they are considered to be in an employment relationship.

Child labor laws may differ at state and federal levels. When
there is a discrepancy between federal and state regulations, the
more stringent regulations applies. Employers should seek legal
advice or consult federal and state wage and hour offices if there
is a possibility students will be considered "employed" under the
law. This fact sheet provides some general guidelines regarding
when a learning experience is and is not considered employment;
however, it does not substitute for legal advice or local policy.

Students are exempt from the federal Fair Labor
Standards Act (FLSA) when all of the following five criteria
are met:

1) The work-based learning experience has the following
elements:

Includes planned job training or work experience
appropriate to the student's ability, is coordinated with
school-based learning, and leads to the award of a skill
certificate

Encompasses a series of activities that build on one
another, increasing in complexity and promoting the
mastery of basic skills

Exposes students to "all aspects of the industry" and
promotes the development of broad, transferable skills

Provides for real or simulated tasks or assignments
that encourage students to develop higher-order critical
thinking and problem-solving skills

If some of these elements are not present, it is possible
that a student might be considered in an employment
relationship and subject to FLSA.
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An internship program at

a county hospital had to

.have projects that would

not violate child labor

restrictions regarding

the health and safety of

minors. Because many of

the placements were in the

radiology department it

was necessary to clearly

define the difference

between what a 16yearold

and an 18year*-old could

do in a regulated area.

Without violating legal

restrictions, worksite

supervisors found challeng

ing learning opportunities

for all of the students.

Those under the age of 18,

who were prohibited to

be around radiographic

machines, worked in the

office interacting with

patients, doctors, and

nurses to become familiar

with the operation of the

department. Once these

students turned 18, they

were permitted to work in

the exam room, assisting

technologists and develop

ing xray film.

When do child labor taws apply
to wo.rk-based learning? cont.

2) The student receives ongoing instruction and supervision
at the worksite, so that any productive work the student
performs is offset by the burden of the training and
supervision the employer provides.

3) The placement of the student at the worksite for work-
based learning does not result in the displacement of any
regular employee.

4) The student is not entitled to a job at the completion of
the work-based learning experience, although employers
can offer employment if they so choose.

5) The student is not entitled to wages or other compensation
for time spent during the work-based learning experience,
although the student may receive a stipend for expenses
such as books or tools.

Child labor laws do not apply if there is not an employment
relationship; however, employers are encouraged to adhere to
child labor laws with regard to hazardous conditions.

Students are subject to the FLSA when all of the above listed
criteria are not continuously met during a work-based learn-
ing experience. Students are then considered to be in an
employment relationship. Students in an employment rela-
tionship are subject to standards and limitations according to
their age. The following are guidelines for relevant FLSA
issues:

1) Minimum age standardsIn general, students must be at
least 14 years of age to be employed in nonfarm jobs.
Fourteen- and 15-year-olds can work in nonfarm jobs,
except in the 17 occupations considered by the U.S.
Secretary of Labor as too hazardous for youth under the
age of 18 and in selected other areas (e.g., cooking, con-
struction, warehousing). Sixteen- and 17-year-olds may
perform all nonfarm jobs except those included in the 17
hazardous occupations orders. For farm jobs, once
teenagers reach age 14 thq may perform the same agri-
cultural work as an adult except in occupations that
involve the agricultural hazardous orders. Students 16
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When do child labor laws apply
to work-based learning? cont.

years of age and older can be employed in any farm job.
Federal law defines persons who are at least 18 years old
as adult workers.

2) Time and hour restrictionsELSA limits the number of
hours and the times of day a student 14 to 15 years of
age can work in nonfarm jobs. Work must occur within
the following limitations: outside school hours, no more
than three hours on a school day, no more than 18 hours
in a school week, no more than eight hours on a non-
school day, no more than 40 hours in non-school weeks,
and between 7 a.m. and 7 p.m. (or as late as 9 p.m.
between June 1 and Labor Day). The only time-of-day and
hour limits on 14- and 15-year-olds doing farm work is
that employment be outside of school hours. Federal law
does not limit the number of hours or time of day young
people 16 years of age and older can work.

3) Proof of ageThe FLSA requires einployers to keep on
file the date of birth of all employees under the age of 19.
Employers are encouraged to obtain an official .age cer-
tificate, such as a federal certificate of age or one issued
by the state (often referred to as a work permit).

4) Wages and stipendsIf a student is in an employment
relationship and covered by FLSA, he or she must be
paid no less than the federal minimum wage. If the stu-
dent is also covered by state wage and hour statutes and
there is a difference between state and federal regula-
tions, the student must receive the higher of the two
wages. Students are exempt from federal and state wage
regulations if the school or business holds a subminimum
wage certificate.

Health and safetyWhether or not a student in a work-based
learning experience is considered in an employment relation-
ship, the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) regu-
lations that apply to the workplace also apply to the student.
The school contact and employer have to define the health
and safety issues at the worksite and coordinate how the
necessary safety instruction will be delivered to students.

3
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:

For specific questions

about child labor laws

and for the phone numbers

of regional wage and hour

offices contact the Wage

and Rour Division of the

U.S. Department of labor.

For a summary of federal

law on employment of minors

related to work-based

learning see "School-to-

Work Opportunities and the

Fair Labor Standards Apt,"

published jointly by the

U.S. Departments of

Education and labor.

For an overview of federal

and state child labor

laws, see "Minor Laws of

Major Importance," pre-

pared for the U.S.

Department of Education by

the Academy for

Educational Development's

National Institute

for Work and learning.



fact sheet How can an employer
ensure confidentiality?

Although it is not to be minimized, confidentiality should not
be a barrier to work-based learning. Across the country, agencies
and individuals dealing with confidential or client-privileged
informationphysicians, lawyers, psychiatrists, counselors, minis-
ters, banks, credit unionshave identified meaningful learning
activities for students while at the same time protecting client
confidentiality.

Employers interested in working with students, but concerned
about protecting confidentiality, should consider the following:

Train to build awarenessIf students are going to be
exposed to confidential information, employers should provide
them the same confidentiality training that regular employees
receive. Because confidentiality can be a complicated matter,
it may be necessary to spend more time with students than
with adult workers to review training tapes, presentations, or
written material on the subject. To ensure that students have
a true grasp of the issues related to confidentiality, employers
can design tasks in which the student, under close supervision,
is required to demonstrate an understanding of how to
handle confidential matters.

Gauge maturity levelNo matter how clearly confidentiality
is explained, not all students will have the maturity to grasp
it. After observing and talking to the student, employers
should use their best judgment to gauge if he or she is
mature enough to understand and apply appropriate behav-
ior regarding confidential information and procedures.

Educate customersCustomers may not be comfortable
with the idea that a student is exposed to confidential infor-
mation unless they understand that the student has received
the necessary training. Employers should explain to cus-
tomers that the student is in a learning situation and has
been properly trained to handle confidential matters.

31
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How can an employer ensure
confidentiality? cont.

Respect the student's confidentialityJust as the student has
a responsibility to the employer, the employer has a responsi-
bility to the student. Through conversations with school staff
or the student, an employer may learn personal information
about the student. It is important that this information be
kept in confidence and not shared with others at the school
or the workplace.

= 6
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The trainer at an inter

state bank has found that

students take confiden

tiality as seriously as

the fulltime adult

employees. Interns from

three sdhools receive the

same training as new

hires, including informa

tion.on industry standards

and company policy, before

being assigned to branch

banks near their schools.

"I sometimes ask," said

the trainer, if they had

considered confidentiality

as an issue in banking and

most admit they bad not.

It's something we car

teach them, a professional

attitude, really, that

they can use at any level

in ary financial institw.

"tion.



fact sheet How can an employer
involve unions in

work-based learning?
Local unions are a valuable rell ource for making work-based
learning experiences successful for both students and employees.
With their expertise in apprenticeship training and employee
relations, union representatives can help create effective learning
opportunities for young people. In addition, involving local
labor representatives can help build a stronger sense of interest
and ownership in work-based learning among employees, many
of whom look to the union for leadership regarding on-the-job
issues.

Ways to involve local unions in work-based learning include
the following:

Solicit the participation of the stewardAs a worksite liaison
between employees and the union, the steward can be very
helpful in implementing and overseeing work-based learning
activities. Employers should ask the steward if he or she is
interested in acting as a contact person to answer questions
for employees as they work with students. In addition, stew-
ards, because they are in regular contact with frontline work-
ers, can suggest ways to recruit participants based on their
knowledge of employees' interests and concerns regarding
working with young people.

Seek lessons learned from local union representatives
Many labor organizations have adopted resolutions on
work-based learning and participate in councils geared
toward education reform. Their experience in these areas can
provide employers with helpful information on how to work
effectively with schools and provide students with valuable
learning and experience at the worksite. In addition, unions
operate their own adult programs through local affiliates
and have insight on what is (and is not) effective in getting
employees involved in different kinds of initiatives. They may
have useful advice on the best ways to launch work-based
learning activities, based on lessons learned from their
own programs.
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How can an employer involve unions
in work-based learning? cont.

Include union representatives in planning activitie^ with
the schoolEmployers can include union representatives in
conversations with the school regarding the type and scope
of the work-based experience. Labor mpresentatives should
be included as joint partners with employers interested in
playing an active role with the school in building or expand-
ir ! work-based learning within their company or among
oLiers. Union representatives can, for example, be important
contributors on curriculum advisory groups or program
oversight boards. Involving unions in this way helps develop
a sense of ownership for work-based learning and facilitates
a strong partnership. Asking the union to sign off after the
deal is done is asking for trouble.

Invite union representatives to help coordinate and participate
in work-based learning orientation sessionsThe orientation
session is an opportunity for school contacts to present the
goals and expectations of work-based learning to employers
and employees in an effort to prepare them for working with
students. The orientation covers such topics as roles and
responsibilities of partners, adolescent behavior, mentoring
skills, and support services for employees. Other topics
can include insurance and liability, child labor laws, and
confidentiality.

Ideally, a copy of the agenda will be circulated before the
session to let employers and employees add to and comment
on items. This entire process should also include union repre-
sentatives, who bring a unique perspective to work-based
learning. Including them helps ensure that everyone has the
same information; it also ensures an equal opportunity for
all opinions to be voiced and heard.
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A print shop was eager

to form a partnership with

two.high schools in the

district to provide exten-

sive workbased learning

placements. A group of

seniors bad completed sev-

eral career explorations

and internships in different

industries and were now

seriously considering

careers in printing. The

school wanted to create a

program in whiCh students

were paid and received

academic credits for their

activities at the worksite.

The owner of the print

shop insisted that union

representatives were at

the table from the first

day of discussion because

he thought creating paid

positions might be a

conflict of interest.

The union representatives

played a key role in

deciding the wage scheme

for the program. They

supported the concept of

a stipend for students

since nonhourly workers

would not influence lay-off

decisions or other labor

issues.



fast sheet What equity issues ar!.
relevant to

work-based learning?
Students with diverse backgroundsyoung men and women of
different race, culture, ethnicity, and learning styleparticipate
in work-based learning. The following are some suggestions for
employers to ensure equity for the students who are learning at
their workplace:

Recognize cultural differencesIt is important to be aware
of and knowledgeable about cultural differences of the stu-
dents who participate in work-based learning. School staff
program coordinators, teachers, counselorscan help
employers understand and constructively address the differ-
ences in students' cultural backgrounds.

Consider the individual needs of studentsEmployers should
be sensitive to the individual needs of particular groups of
students who have historically received differential treat-
ment. These groups include female students, students of
color, those with disabilities, those who speak English as a
second language, and teen parents.

Provide opportunities for students to explore nontraditional
occupationsThere are a variety of sources of biasestelevi-
sion, peers, relatives, popular opinionthat influence stu-
dents' self-perceptions. Part of the point of work-based learn-
ing is for students to test how they see themselves and chal-
lenge their assumptions about what they think they would
enjoy doing as a career. Employers, whenever possible, should
make students aware of nontraditional occupations for their
gender and provide students with mentors, supervisors, or
hosts who represent adults working in nontraditional roles.
In order to give students a comprehensive understanding of
different careers, when appropriate, employers should dis-
cuss issues of occupational segregation and the wage gap for
women and people of color at all educational levels.

Support opportunities for all studentsEmployers should
make it clear to school staff that they support work-based
learning opportunities that encourage all studentsregardless
of their race, ethnicity, disabilities, or educational goalsto
participate in work-based learning.
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What equity issues are relevant to
work-based learning? cont.

Encourage training for the employees who will be working
with studentsEmployees may need training to recognize
and eliminate any biases or stereotypes, they may hold about
careers or specific groups of students. Employers can provide
such training or work with school staff to include such train-
ing as part of orientation sessions and ongoing support.
Stereotypes held by students, teachers, counselors, and par-
ents/guardians often influence whether female students and
students of color feel a particular occupation is appropriate
for them. Employees need to be aware of such issues in order
to help create an equitable learning experience at the work-
place. Training may also be necessary to help employees
work effectively with students who have disabilities.
Employees working with students with disabilities need to be
vigilant in ensuring that students are exposed to a wide
range of occupational choices.

Uphold policies and procedures for addressing sexual and
racial harassmentAll policies and procedures regarding
sexual and racial harassment that apply to regular employees
should also apply to students at the workplace. Employers
must make clear that harassment is a serious matter that will
not be tolerated. It is important to protect the rights of stu-
dents at the workplace and create a safe and supportive envi-
ronment for learning.
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At first, no special

effort was made to recruit

job shadow hosts from the

latinoowned businesses in

the community. Then, the

program coordinator

decided to translate

recruitment materials into

Spanish and enlist the

help of several Spanish

language graduate students

from the community college

to make personal contacts

with employers. "The first

year it worked out that

three Latino employers

were involved, but by tar

geting our efforts we now

have 10ane_ growing inter

est. What made the differ

ence was to approach the

employers in a way that

was more familiar to them

and to emphasize the

opportunity to act as role

models for dome of our

Latino students who don't

think it's possible to do

something like own their

own business. BUt that's

because it's not what they

are used to seeing. Now

they have that chame."



fact sheet What are
youth like?

Adolescence can be a turbulent time during which young people
struggle to define their personalities and find their places in the
world. While it is sometimes a challenge to work with adolescents,
it is also very exciting and rewarding to be part of this period
of rapid learning and personal growth. Adolescents involved in
work-based learnini demonstrate their ability to take on adult
responsibilities successfully and meet real-world challenges.

While this Fact Sheet is not intended to be a primer on adoles-
cent psychology, it does summarize some of the general charac-
teristics that define adolescence.

Early adolescence (ages 12 to 15; grades seven to nine)
As their minds and bodies go through rapid changes, young
adolescents look for ways to understand the people they
are becoming. In this time of emerging self-image, young
adolescents can be characterized by the following traits:

Frequently uneasy about trying new experiences

Anxious for peer group approval

Eager for adult status and privileges but not adult respon-
sibilities

Primarily focused on the present, rather than the future

Sometimes unable to concentrate for long periods of time

Prone to generalizing and making strong value judgments

Learning to socialize with adults; especially interested in
displaying these traits to adults other than parents

Late adolescence (ages 16 to 18; grades 10 to 12)Late
adolescence is a time when young people begin to define
more clearly a sense of self and test their ideas and interests
in the context of the adult world. For most it is a period of
burgeoning independence. The following traits are character-
istic of late adolescents:

Eager for opportunities to make decisions

Sometimes apt to challenge authority

Very interested in physical appearance (their standard,
not necessarily an adult's)

Wanting independence and privileges but possibly having

4 3
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What are
youth like? cont.

trouble with responsibility and personal discipline

Feeling uneasy about their preparation for the future

Trying out different values; beginning to build personal
philosophies

Highly sensitive to the reactions of adults and wanting
respect, although they may feign indifference

Likely to feel insecure in new settings with adults, though
they may put on an air of confidence

Whether dealing with students in early or late adolescence,
remember that work-based learning takes students out of the
comfort zone of school. As a result, students may be shy or quiet
until they become accustomed to being in the work environment,
doing hands-on activities, and meeting and interacting with
adults. Do not mistake reticence for lack of interest. Even if stu-
dents stay in their shell for the duration of the work-based learn-
ing experience, they still gain a great deal just by having spent
time at the workplace.
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A junior in an arts and

communication career clus

ter who was interested in

photography got an intern

ship in a photography stu

dio. Most activity

involved interacting with

clients and the photographer.

Marie was painfully shy,

and would speak only when

spoken to. Her mentor was

concerned that she had lost

interest in photography,

but Marie insisted that

she was enjoying the

experience because she

was learning a lot. In

a second internship at a

film processing lab, Marie

worked closely with her

supervisor, learning hoW

to operate the printing

machines. As she gained

more technical skills, she

gained more confidence and

slowly began to interact

more with other employees.

She even helped train a

new worker to process and

print film.



fast sheet What is a
field trip?

A field trip is a worksite experience (typically one to three
hours) during which a group of students, escorted by school
staff, tours a business and speaks with workers. A field trip is
appropriate for any grade level; however, its format am* e

information presented should be tailored to the age of the stu-
dents.

A field trip helps students accomplish the following:

Gain broader exposure to the world of work by visiting
workplaces in the community

Get an overview of how a business operates by touring the
differeat departments and areas of a workplace

Expand their understanding of the variety of jobs in a
career area and industry

Talk to different adults abi ,t the academic and technical
skills required to do different jobs

Increase their vision of career opportunities

Understand the connection between school, work, and
achieving their goals

Your role is to give students a picture of careers, technologies,
organizational structures, departments, skill demands, and
working environments while touring your workplace. You
should answer students' questions as well as engage them
in conversation by asking them questions about the things they
see and the people they meet during the field trip.
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What is a
field trip? cont.

Careful planning before students arrive at the workplace is the
key to an effective field trip that does not disrupt the normal
flow of work. Suggestions to keep in mind as you plan include
the following:

Determine how the field trip will be organized. A field trip
can be organized in a number of ways. You might follow the
development of a product from conception to completion,
moving from one work area to the next. You might pose a
hypothetical problem and walk through who has to do what
to solve it. Or organize the trip around a theme"health
and safety on the job," "computers help us be more pro-
ductive," or "how we work as a team."

Organize the field trip for age-appropriateness. How you
organize the field trip has a lot to do with the interests and
maturity level of the students. For a group of 12-year-olds
it might be best to explore a variety of things for short
periods of time. With older students you might go into greater
detail about careers in different departments, skill require-
ments for different jobs, and the connection between what
is learned in school and what happens at work. Consult with
the teacher or school program coordinator to help you deter-
mine the most appropriate approach.

Time the tour and schedule specific activities. Schedule
specific activities for specific times so employees along the
tour route can plan their work accordingly. Allow time for
students to ask questions.

Mix talking with showing. Demonstrate what you are talk-
ing about so ,;udents can see what you mean. If appropriate,
and if time permits, involve students in hands-on activities.

Ask probing questions. Encourage students to ask questions,
but also prompt their participation by asking them questions:
What do you suppose is happening in this area? Where do
you think the product goes from here? What math skills do
you think a worker must know to do this job? How is team-
work here different from (or the same as) teamwork in
sports? How is our work here affected by computers?
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An employee at a computer

supply company organized a

field trip like a treasure

hunt. As she moved the

students from one depart-

ment to another she had

the students find something

in each. In the parts

department., after learning

about the system of cate-

gorizing inventory, stum.

dents had to figure out

where the replacement dri-

ves were kept. In the

shipping department stu-

dents had to locate the

heavy-package floor scale

ard figure out bow much it

would cost to mail them-

selves, via air mail, to

Barbados. In the human

resources department, after

hearing how people were

hired, the students had to

look at three resumes and

decide which person they

thought would be best

qualified to work in the

parts department.



fact sheet What is a
field trip? cont.

Encourage other employees to talk about their work. Enlist
the help of other employees. Ask them to speak to students
along the tour, lead a discussion, or demonstrate their work.
Students should hear from a variety of people doing a variety
of jobs. In particular, encourage employees in nontraditional
roles (for example, men or women breaking occupational
stereotypes) to talk about their jobs and how they decided
on their careers.

Have fun! Above all, enjoy yourself. You are on home turf,
sharing information about what you know and do best.

Checklist
O Confirm the date and time of the field trip with the

teacher/program coordinator

O Discuss the focus or theme of the tour with the teacher/pro-
gram coordinator in advance; if nossible, coordinate it with
class studies

O Identify the number of students; 10 is a reasonable size.
If the group is larger, you may consider splitting the group
and recruiting another employee to help lead the tour

O Notify the teacher/program coordinator if there are special
clothing requirements for the work ite

LI Review all relevant health and safety issues, and provide all
necessary safety gear; review all rules, regulations, and policies

O Make sure everyone along the tour route knows (1) .students
will be in the area, (2) where they are from, and (3) why they
are there

CI If available, give students "take aways," such as souvenir
pens, samples, or brochures

4
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What is a
job shadow?

A job shadow is a worksite experience (typically three to six
hours) during which a student spends time one-on-one with an
employee observing daily activities and asking questions about
the job and workplace. Some students do only one job shadow
in a year, but many programs are realizing the benefit of multi-
ple job shadows to help students better assess areas of career
interest. Most schools use job shadows for students in the sev-
enth through 12th grades.

Wha is the purpose?
A job shadow helps a student accomplish the following:

Begin to identify possible career interests

Observe the daily routine of adult workers

Gain an awareness of the academic, technical, and person-
al skills required by particular jobs

Develop and apply communication skills by interacting
with and interviewing workers

Realize that different jobs are characterized by different
work cultures and working environments

Navigate the community by traveling to and from the job
shadow worksite

Understand the connection between school, work, and
achieving goals

What is my role?
As a job shadow host, do your regular daily work while talking
about it with the student. Help the student understand how your
job fits into the company by visiting other departments and
describing how you work with other employees. If the student
has job shadow assignments, allow him or her time to complete
them.
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fact sheet

The receptionist of a busy

social services agency was

not sure what the eighth

grade boy could learn by

doing a job shadow with

bimparticularly since he

spent most of his time at

the front desk answering

phones, filing, and direct

ing clients to.case work

ers. The student had lots

of questionshe wanted to

know how he had decided on

his career, what kind of

training he had, and what

he liked most about his

job. When the student

asked if he would like to

change jobs, the recep

tionist explained that one

of the good things about

the work was that it was

easy for him to do from

his wheelchair. This led

to a conversation about the

laws that protect the

.rights of people with dis

abilities. On the job

shadow evaluation form, the

receptionist wrote, "At

first I wasn't sure what I

had to teach, but in the

end I think the student

learned some important

things."

What Is a
job shadow? cont.

-What do I do?

For many students a job shadow is a first entry into the real
world of work. Following are some suggestions to consider
when you act as a job shadow host:

Be yourself. This is essential. The student needs to see what
the world of work is really like. Take him or her on a brief
tour of your business, then just do what you would do on an
average day. Throughout the job shadow, explain the skills,
responsibilities, education, and training required by your job.

Engage the student in active learning. If possible, let the stu-
dent do some hands-on tasks related to your work, such as
attending and taking minutes at a meeting, helping with a
mailing or doing a discrete task on the computer. The pur-
pose is not to train the student, but to give him or her a feel-
ing for some of the activities in your day. There are also non-
work activities that can give the student a sense of the work
environment, such as eating lunch in the cafeteria or accom-
panying workers on a break.

Explain the important aspects of your work and how they
relate to other jobs in the company. Share insights about
your work and how it fits in with the company as a whole.
Why is your work important? How do other people influ-
ence your ability to do your job? Bring up these subjects as
you walk through different departments, take phone calls, or
attend meetings. As you introduce the student to co-workers,
explain how your work relates to theirs.

Explain how the work of your company affects the local
community. Put the work of your business in the larger per-
spective of the community. What products or services does it
provide local customers? What environmental concerns does
the company have to be aware of? Does the workforce of the
company reflect the demographics of the local community?

Answer the student's questions as best you can. While at
school, the student will prepare questions for the job shadow:
"What kind of training would I need to do your job?" "What
do you like most about your job?" "What kinds of equip-
ment do you use?" Be frank when answering the student's
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What Is a
job shadow? cont.

questions. If a question makes you uncomfortable or is inap-
propriate explain that you prefer not to answer. If it regards
confidential matters, explain your company's policy on pro-
prietary information. If you do not know the answer to
something, suggest ways the student might research the answet

Be patient. For many students, going to a job shadow is the
first time they independently leave the comfort zone of
school. Being in a new setting around unfamiliar adults may
make them more shy or nervous than they would ordinarily
be. Be patient and supportive during the job shadow; listen
carefully to what the student has to say and encourage him
or her to ask questions.

Provide information requested by the school. Generally, the
school will want background information about you and
your workplace before the job shadow and will ask you to
evaluate the experience when it is over. Supplying this infor-
mation is essential to maintaining and improving job shadow
experiences for students, you, and other employers in the future.

Check [1St.

O Attend a job shadow orientation and/or review materials
provided by the school

CI Confirm the date and time of the job shadow

CI Schedule tht job shadow on a day when you are involved
in a variety of activities

1:1 Review all relevant health and safety issues, and provide all
necessary safety gear; review all rules, regulations, and policies

O Arrange for a back-up job shadow host in the event an emer-
gency takes you away from the student

1:-.1 Allow student time to complete required written assignments

Ca Complete any necessary forms, such as a job shadow profile
and evaluation
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fact sheet What is a
career exploration?

Career exploration is a worksite experience (typically 10 to 30
hours over the course of several days or weeks) during which the
student observes and interacts with workers, does hands-on
activities, and completes written assignments to learn about the
skills and knowledge required at the workplace. To get the great-
est benefit, a student should complete several explorations across
a variety of industries or within one specific industry. Through
multiple explorations the student increases awareness of a vari-
ety of work settings and career areas. Most schools use career
exploration for students in the ninth through 12th grades.

0

Career exploration helps a student accomplish the following:

Broaden awareness of different jobs and careers across
industries

Identify personal interests and abilities

Begin to decide which careers to investigate further

Increase self-esteem by engaging in hands-on tasks and
interacting with adult workers

Understand the interrelationship of "all aspects of the
industry"

Develop and apply decision-making and information-
processing skills

Develop and practice a variety of basic and employability
skills

Challenge assumptions and stereotypes about different jobs
and careers

Understand the connection between school, work, and
achieving goals

51
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What is a
career exploration? cont.

Your role is to help the student understand whether or not this is
a career area of interest to him or her by providing opportunities
to observe, do hands-on tasks, and ask questions. If the student
has a career exploration guide, help the student do or see the
things at the worksite that are needed to complete the assign-
ments.

The majority of a student's time should be spent doing hands-on
activities and interacting with employees. To help structure an
effective career exploration, consider the following suggestions:

Define the methods for exploring the site. The essential
elements of career exploration are hands-on learning and
interactions with adult workers. Appropriate activities for
a student could include touring all the departments of the
company, following a product or process through its
different stages of development, taking minutes at a staff
meeting, greeting customers, taking and delivering phone
messages, using a computer to write a memo to the staff
explaining the purpose of career exploration, doing data
entry, or estimating costs of ordering supplies. Each student
should have an exploration guide provided by the school
that includes assignments to complete both in the classroom
and at the workplace.

Either you can decide alone what the student does at the
workplace, or you can include the student in the decision.
Keep in mind that different students have different reasons
for doing a career exploration with you. One student might
choose your site because it represents an area of career interest;
however, others might select it because it is close to their
home, fits their class schedule, or does not have a strict dress
code. It is also possible that a student does not choose the
site, but is assigned by the school program coordinator.
Given the wide variety of reasons a student might be with you

m.,
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What is a
career exploration? cont.

for career exploration, it is a good idea to include him or her
in planning how to explore the worksite. Talk to the student;
find out his or her motivations and interests.

Outline policies, rules, and regulations. Make it clear that
the student is expected to conform to company rules, regula-
tions, and policies regarding behavior. Discuss subjects such
as dress codes, smoking rules, confidentiality, and health and
safety regulations. Allow the student to participate in new-
worker orientation sessions if they are offered at the time
of the exploration.

Encourage conversation and respond to questions. It is likely
that one of the student's career exploration assignments will
be to interview you. Answer questions frankly; students want
to know what you honestly think about your job. Remember,
the purpose of the career exploration is to help students
understand all aspects of your career so they can use this
information to make informed decisions about their future.

Provide relevant literature. Give the student materials related
to the worksite such as catalogs, brochures, training manuals,
reports, and union information. If possible, provide sample
job descriptions and information on hiring practices.

Evaluate the exploration. After completing the exploration,
the student will likely ask you to complete an evaluation
form to assess the exploration and his or her performance.
Be honest and specific, providing examples of what the stu-
dent did well and what he or she needs to improve.

Checkli'sr
O Attend an orientation session and/or review materials

provided by the school

O Schedule and confirm the dates and times of the exploration
with the teacher/program coordinator

5
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What is a
career exploration? cont.

O Identify appropriate hands-on tasks

O Inform co-workers that a student will be doing a career
exploration

CI Enlist the help of co-workers willing to let the student
observe their work and ask questions as part of the
career exploration

O Review all relevant health and safety issues and provide all
necessary safety gear; review all rules, regulations, and policies

O Confirm a back-up employee to supervise the student in the
event an emergency takes you away

O Evaluate the experience

rg;
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fast sheet What is
an internship?

An internship is a worksite experience (typically three to 18
weeks) during which a studentwith guidance and supervision
at the workplacecompletes a planned series of activities, set of
learning objectives, or project(s) designed to give a broad under-
standing of a business or occupational area. By integrating the
internship activities or project(s) at the workplace with school-
based learning, the student develops both job and academic
skills. An internship culminates in a demonstration (product or
presentation) of learning jointly evaluated by school and work-
site staff. Most schools use internships for students in the 11th
and 12th grades.

What is the urpose.?

An internship helps a student accomplish the following:

Develop transferable academic, technical, and
employability skills

Apply basic skills and knowledge to r7l-world settings

Learn new skills relevant to the business hosting
the internship

Increase self-esteem by assuming real responsibilities in
adult work settings

Focus career interests by experiencing a job and career
area in depth

Understand the culture of the workplace and the finer
points of interacting with co-workers and supervisors

Understand the connection between school, work, and
achieving goals

5 b
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What is
an Internship? cont.

Your role is to collaborate with the student and his or her
teacher to structure the internship by setting outcomes and
identifying activities to achieve them. Once the internship begins,
you instruct, supervise, and support the student. When it is
complete, you evaluate his or her performance.

Internships require substantial planning, time, and commitment.
As you get involved, some suggestions to keep in mind include
the following:

Help design a student project or planned set of activities.
The first step is to work with the student and teacher to
identify the outcomes for the experience and how to achieve
them. The three of you should agree on goals, activities, and
ways the student can demonstrate learning when the intern-
ship is completed.

Help write a learning agreement. Once it has been decided
what the student will be doing for the internship, the infor-
mation should be captured in a learning agreement, signed
by you, the student, and the teacher. In addition to a state-
ment of outcomes and activities, the agreement should
include the roles and responsibilities of partners so that
participants have a common understanding of what is
expected of them and others.

Instruct and supervise the student. Part of the purpose of
an internship is for the student to assume real responsibilities
in the adult world of work. In the beginning of the intern-
ship it is important to explain explicitly what activities the
student should do; initially, you will need to teach and care-
fully supervise the student. Over time, as the student
becomes increasingly familiar with the business and confi-
dent with the work, you can give the student greater indepen-
dence, encouraging him or her to suggest activities that will

111
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fact sheet What is
an internship? cont.

help accomplish the goals of the learning agreement.
Allowing the student to take greater responsibility for his or
her learning does not mean that you no longer teach or
supervise. On the contrary, as the student spends more time
at the worksite, the activities of the internship should
become progressively more challenging. As the student
becomes comfortable working independently on one set of
tasks, you should provide instruction in new skills and tasks
that build on what has already been learned.

Provide feedback. When you are pleased with the work a
student has done, say so. It is important to provide positive
feedback to the student when a task or situation is handled
well. On occasion you may not be happy with the student's
behavior or work. If, for example, the student breaks a rule,
performs a task poorly, or uses bad judgment, say so imme-
diately; you are doing a disservice by withholding an honest
judgment. Be careful, however, not to embarrass the student
in front of other workers or interns; pull the student aside to
discuss problems. When you speak with the student, express
your opinion without being judgmental and give the student
a chance to express his or her thoughts on the issue.

Make the intern feel a part of the workplace. Help your
intern feel like a part of the workplace instead of a visitor.
This can be achieved in a variety of waysprovide a work
space (a spare office, cubicle, desk, or table), give the student
an e-mail address to keep up on company news, or set up an
in-box to receive messages or materials. Another way to help
the student feel like a member of your team is to provide an
identification badge, desk nameplate, or door name-tag so
others in the company know who the student is. Make sure
the student knows such important details as the company's
policy on smoking, how much time is allowed for lunch, and
where break rooms are.

Listen between the lines. Throughout the internship, you will
be teaching, explaining, and demonstrating new processes
and procedures to the student. Do not interpret a lack of
questions as a sign that the student necessarily understands
everything that is going on. The student may be too shy to
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What is
an internship? cont.

speak up at a particular noment or may not know what
questions to ask. If it seems the student is not following
something, ask if you should go over it again. Emphasize
that there is no such thing as a stupid question because it is
important to understand how and why something is done.
When teaching or demonstrating a new task or skill, do not
assume something is too cbvious; the simple things you take
for granted may be completely unfamiliar to the student.

Evaluate student performance. The method of evaluating the
student's performance will depend in part on the project or
objectives used to define the internship. In general, your eval-
uation will be based on how well the student is able to
demonstrate the skills articulated in the internship learning
agreement.

Checklist.
1:3 Participate in an orientation session and/or review orientation

materials provided by the school

Confirm the daily and weekly schedule for the internship

O Help student and teacher determine objectives and activities
for the internship

I:I Sign an internship agreement

Provide ongoing instruction and supervision to the student

C3 Work with the teacher to integrate the student's internship
with learning at school

O Review all relevant health and safety issues, and provide all
necessary safety gear; review all rules, regulations, and policies

CI Evaluate the internship and the student's performance
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fact sheet What is extensive
work-based learning?

Extensive work-based learning is a worksite experience (typically
three to 12 months) during which a student progresses through a
planned sequence of increasingly demanding activities integrated
with academic learning to (1) learn entry-level job skills and (2)
get skill certification and/or postsecondary school credits. Most
schools use extensive work-based learning for students in the
12th through 14th grades who, as the result of careful investiga-
tion, have identified a career area to pursue.

What is- he purpose?
Extensive work-based learning helps a student accomplish the
following:

Develop entry-level job skills

Receive recognized credentials for both academic and
occupational skills

Prepare for postsecondary education as well as for a
variety of jobs within an occupational cluster

Understand the connection between school, work, and
achieving goals

Your role is to train and supervise the student to develop indus-
try-recognized skills and to evaluate his or her work. You meet
and consul! regularly with school staff to coordinate school- and
work-based learning so that they are mutually reinforcing.

What dol d-o?..
Extensive work-based learriiig is in many ways like on-the-job
training, except that it i = also integrated with school-based learning.
While it puts demands on your time, it offers significant rewards
as the student becomes an integral part of the company and
takes on increasing levels of responsibility. To help establish and
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What is extensive
work-based learning? cont.

maintain a successful placement keep in mind the following
advice:

Help design a learning plan based on industry standards.
Working with the student and his or her teacher, create a
learning plan that identifies both the general and technical
skills the student is expected to achieve. Articulate the process
of evaluating and certifying student performance and skills
acquisition. The learning plan should reflect industry skill
standards for entry-level employment. It should also articulate
tasks that are increasingly challenging over time so that the
student assumes greater responsibility and independence.

Provide opportunities for the student to do real work. The
only way for the student to learn the skills a job requires is
to practice them. Assign complex tasks that involve the student
in the real work of the company; however, it is essential that
the student's work does not displace regular employees. It is
important that you discuss child labor and union issues with
the teacher/program coordinator and/or worksite contact to
ensure the student's activities do not place the company at
legal risk or violate collective bargaining agreements.

Train the student. In training a student you should convey
not only how something is done, but why it is done in a
certain way and the consequences an activity has on the work
of others. Understanding both the specific technical and
underlying principles of what he or she is doing will prepare
the student for a variety of jobs within your industry.

Hold the student to high expectations. Set the same expecta-
tions for the student as you would for any entry-level worker.
Hold him or her accountable to the same rules that apply
to regular employees and subject to the same disciplinary
procedures.

Identify a mentor for the student. Being a good worker
involves more than just doing your jobfor instance, you
have to know how to handle difficult situations, understand
the expectations and unwritten rules of the workplace, and
be a team player. These are skills the student can learn about
through a mentoring relationship with an adult worker. If

GO
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f act sheet What is extensive
work-based learning? cont.

possible, it is best to identify someone other than yourself for
this role; there can be tension between the role of
trainer/supervisor and that of mentor.

Evaluate student work. You can use a variety of methods
to assess and record student progress, ranging from a simple
checklist to a comprehensive portfolio. Collaborate with
the teacher/program coordinator to identify the most appro-
priate means of evaluating the student's work based on credit
requirements for postsecondary schools and standards for
industry skill certification.

C e-cklist
Attend orientation session and/or review materials provided
by the school

O Work with the teacher and student to develop a learning
plan that reflects industry standards

Establish the student's work schedule

LI Review all relevant health and safety issues, and provide
all necessary safety gear; review all rules, regulations,
and policies

O Provide ongoing instruction and supervision in job- and
industry-related competencies

LI Provide consistent support and guidance to the student

L I Work closely with the teacher/program coordinator to
integrate worksite learning with academic and vocational
courses at school

O Establish a schedule to communicate regularly with the
teacher/program coordinator

LI Evaluate the experience

1111
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Field trip:
roles and responsibilities off partners

A field trip is a worksite experience (typically one to three hours)
during which a group of students, escorted by school staff, tours
a business and speaks with workers. A field trip is appropriate
for any grade level; however, its format and the information pre-
sented should be tailored to the age and interests of the students.

Employer (owner, president, personnel manager, or
designate)

Identify a worksite contact person to coordinate the field
trip(s)

Inform employees about field trips, and recruit them for
participation as field trip hosts

Provide release time for employees to prepare and conduct
the field trip

Clarify legal rights, responsibilities, and liabilities with
the school

Make accommodations for students with special needs

Field trip host

Set a schedule for the field trip

Confirm the details of the field tripsuch as date, time,
number of students, length of field trip, safety gear, and
special dress codewith the teacher/program coordinator

Discuss the focus or theme of the trip in advance with the
teacher/school coordinator

Review with students all relevant health and safety issues,
and provide necessary safety gear

Conduct a tour of the workplace showing students the
different departments of the company, pointing out
the different jobs people do and the skills they require, and
describing the norms and expectations of the workplace

Alert everyone along the tour route that students will be
in the area

Recruit other employees to participate
(33
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roles Field trip:
roles and responsibilities of partners cont.

Student

Listen and observe carefully during the field trip

Ask questions about the skills required to do different jobs,
the expectations of workers, and the workplace atmosphere

Observe all safety rules

Adhere to all guidelines for behavior established by the
teacher/program coordinator and field trip host

Dress appropriately

Have a parent or guardian sign a consent form

Keep up with the group, being careful not to lag behind
or get separated from the tour

Complete an evaluation to give your feedback on the
field trip

Participate in reflection exercises to think and talk about
the field trip

Write a letter thanking the field trip host

Teacher/program coordinator

Provide students with background information on the
host company and its industry, or assign students to
research it

Coordinate details of the field tripsuch as date, time,
number of students, length of field trip, safety gear, and
special dress codewith field trip host

Clarify legal rights, responsibilities, and liabilities with the
employer

Ensure that all students have signed parent/guardian con-
sent forms
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Field trip:
roles and responsibilities of partners cont.

Arrange for transportation to and from the worksite

Accompany students on the field trip

Hold reflection sessions to allow students a chance to talk
about what they saw and learned during the field trip

Assign students to write a thank-you letter to the field trip
host
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roles Job shadow:
roles and responsibilities of partners

A job shadow is a worksite experience (typically three to six
hours) during which a student spends time one-on-one with an
employee observing daily activities and asking questions about
the job and workplace. Some students do only one job shadow
in a year, but many programs are realizing the benefits of multi-
ple job shadows to help students better assess areas of career
interests. Most schools use job shadows for students in the sev-
enth through 12th grades.

Employer (owner, president, personnel manager, or designate)

Identify a lead person to coordinate the job shadow(s)

Inform employees about job shadows and .ecruit job-
shadow hosts

Provide release time for employees to prepare to host students

Clarify legal rights, responsibilities, and liabilities with
the school

Make accommodations for students with special needs

Job shadow host

Attend a job shadow orientation session and/or review
materials provided by the school

Discuss details of the job shadowsuch as date, time,
safety gear, and special dress codewith the teacher/pro-
gram coordinator

Review with the student all relevant health and safety
issues, and provide necessary safety gear

Help the student understand all aspects of your job by
going through your daily routine and answering questions

Give the student a brief tour of the workplace and
introduce him or her to other employees

Engage the student in some hands-on activities related to
your daily work when appropriate

Be available to the student at all times

6 6
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Job shadow:
roles and responsibilities of partners cont.

Confirm a back-up person in the event an emergency takes
you away from the student

Complete an evaluation form upon conclusion of the job
shadow

Student

Attend an orientation session

Participate actively in job shadow activities, asking ques-
tions and paying close attention to what is said and
demonstrated

Complete any job shadow assignments given by the
teacher

Observe all safety rules

Adhere to behavior guidelines established by the
teacher/program coordinator and job shadow host

Dress appropriately

Have a parent or guardian sign a consent form

Obtain a signed consent form from the teachers whose
classes are missed

Participate in reflectiln exercises to think and talk about
the job shadow

Complete an evaluation form upon conclusion of the job
shadow

Write a letter thanking the job shadow host

Teacher/program coordinator

Provide the student with background information on the
company and its industry, or have the student research it

Prepare an orientation session and/or materials for the
employer and participating employees

6/
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R
roles Job shadow:

roles and responsibilities of partners cont.

Hold an orientation for students and parents/guardians to
discuss the purpose and expectations of a job shadow

Provide the student with job shadow assignments that
include interview questions about the workplace

Ensure that the student has his or her signed
parent/guardian and teacher consent forms

Clarify legal rights, responsibilities, and liabilities with
the employer

Arrange for transportation for the student to and from the
worksite

Integrate the student's worksite experience with learning at
school

Hold reflection sessions to allow students a chance to dis-
cuss what they saw and learned during the job shadow

Assign the student to write a thank-you letter to the job
shadow host

60
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Career exploration:
rotes and responsibilities of partners

Career exploration is a worksite experience (typically 10 to 30
hours over the course of 3everal days or weeks) during which the
student observes and interacts with workers, does hands-on
activities, and completes written assignments to learn about the
skills and knowledge required at the workplace. To get the great-
est benefit, a student should complete several explorations across
a variety of industries or within one specific industry. Through
multiple explorations the student increases awareness of a vari-
ety of work settings and career areas. Most schools use career
exploration for students in the ninth through 12th grades.

Employer (owner, president, personnel manager, or deiignate)

Identify a lead contact person to coordinate the career
exploration(s)

Inform employees about career exploration and recruit
them for participation as career exploration supervisors

Identify opportunities that will meet career exploration
objectives

Provide release time for employees to prepare and conduct
the career exploration

Clarify legal rights, responsibilities, and liabilities with
the school

Make accommodations for students with special needs

Career exploration supervisor

Attend a career exploration orientation session and/or
review materials provided by the school

Identify appropriate hands-on activities

Discuss details of the career explorationsuch as date,
time, safety gear, special dress codewith the teacher/pro-
gram coordinator

Schedule and confirm times for the career exploration with
the teacher/program coordinator or student
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roles Career exploration:
roles and responsibilities of partners cont.

Sign an exploration agreement form

Negotiate with the student activities he or she can be
involved in to meet objectives of the exploration

Give the student a tour of the workplace and introduce
him or her to other employees

Allow the student time to complete written assignments

Respond to the student's questions

Enlist the help of co-workers willing to let the student
observe their work and ask questions

Confirm a back-up person in the event an emergency takes
you away from the student

Evaluate the career exploration and the student's perfor-
mance

Complete an evaluation form

Student

Select a career exploration site (unless the teacher/program
coordinator assigns a placement)

Negotiate with the employer how best to explore the
worksite

Sign an exploration agreement form

Observe all safety rules

Adhere to guidelines for behavior established by the
teacher/ program coordinator and career exploration
supervisor

Dress appropriately

Have a parent or guardian sign a consent form

Obtain a signed consent form from teachers whose classes
are missed
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Career exploration:
roles and responsibilitie.s of partners cont.

Complete all written career exploration assignments

Participate in reflection exercises to think and talk about
the career exploration

Complete an evaluation upon conclusion of the career
exploration

Write a letter thanking the career exploration supervisor

, Teacher/program coordinator

Assess the student's career interests (optional)

Prepare an orientation session and/or materials for the
employer and participating employees

Hold an orientation session for students and
parents/guardians to discuss the purpose and expectations
of career exploration

Sign a career exploration agreement form

Clarify legal rights, responsibilities, and liabilities with
the employer

Provide the student with a career exploration guide with
written assignments to complete before, during, and after
the exploration

Provide support to the student and career exploration
supervisor to maximize the learning at the workplace

Certify that the student has satisfactorily completed all
career exploration assignments

Hold reflection sessions to allow students a chance to dis-
cuss what they saw and/or learned during the career explo-
ration

Integrate the student's worksite experience with learning at
school

Assign the student to write a thank-you letter to the career
exploration supervisor
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roles Internship:
rotes and responsibilities of partners

An internship is a worksite experience (typically threc to 18 weeks)
during which a studentwith guidance and supervision at the
workplacecompletes a planned series of activities, set of learn-
ing objectives, or project(s) designed to give a broad understand-
ing of a business or occupational area. By integrating the intern-
ship activities or project(s) at the workplace with school-based
learning, the student develops both job and academic skills. An
internship culminates in a demonstration (product or presentation)
of learning jointly evaluated by school and worksite staff. Most
schools use internships for students in the 11th and 12th grades.

Employer (owner, president, personnel manager, or designate)

Identify a lead contact person to coordinate the intern-
ship(s)

Inform employees about internships, and recruit them for
participation as internship supervisors

Identify opportunities that will meet internship objectives

Provide time for employees to work with student interns

Clarify legal rights, responsibilities, and liabilities with
the school

Make accommodations for students with special needs

Internship supervisor

Attend an internship orientation session and/or review
materials provided by the school

Work with the student and teacher to define the internship
project or learning objectives and the activities required to
meet stated goals

Confirm internship schedule with the teacher/program .

coordinator

Sign an internship agreement

Provide ongoing instruction and supervision to the student

'7 2
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Internship:
roles and responsibilities of partners cont.

Work with the teacher/program coordinator to help integrate
the student% worksite experience with learning at school

Review with the student all relevant health and safety
issues and provide necessary safety gear

Consult with teacher/program coordinator if problems
arise at the worksite

Specify rules regarding behavior and attendance and
consequences of not adhering to the rules

Evaluate the internship and the student's performance

Student

Work with the teacher/program coordinator and internship
supervisor to clearly define the outcomes and activities of
the internship

Sign an internship agreement

Have a parent or guardian sign a consent form

Meet all expectations for effort, performance, behavior,
and attendance outlined in the internship agreement

Observe the rules and regulations of the worksite

Participate in reflection sessions to discuss with other
students how things are going at the internship sites

Complete an evaluation upon conclusion of the internship

Write a letter thanking the internship supervisor

Give a presentation and/or complete a final project to
demonstrate what was learned during the internship

Teacher/program coordinator

Inform students and parents/guardians of internship
opportunities

Design a process for selecting students, reviewing project
ideas, and matching students with employers
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roles Internship:
roles and responsibilities of partners cont.

Prepare an orientation session and/or materials for the
employer and participating employees

Hold an orientation session for students and
parents/guardians to discuss the purpose and expectations
of internship

Counsel the student on the design of his or her internship
project and on internship site options

Provide ongoing support to the student and internship
supervisor

Work with the internship supervisor and the student to
integrate the experience on the job with learning at school

Hold regular reflection sessions to allow students to dis-
cuss what is going on at their internship sites

Assign the student to write a thank-you letter to the intern-
ship supervisor

Evaluate the student's final project or presentation
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Extensive
work-based Learning:

roles and responsibilities of partners

Extensive w-Tk-based learning is a worksite experience (typically
three to 12 months) during which a student progresses through a
planned sequence of increasingly demanding activities integrated
with academic learning to (1) learn entry-level job skills .and (2)
get skill certification and/or postsecondary schocA credits. Most
schools use extensive work-based learning for students in the
12th through 14th grades who, as the result of careful investiga-
tion, have identified a career area to pursue.

Employer (owner, president, personnel manager, or designate)

Identify a lead contact person to coordinate the
extensive work-based learning experience(s)

Inform employees about extensive work-based learning,
and recruit them for participation as worksite supervisors

Identify opportunities that will meet extensive work-based
learning objectives

Provide time for employees to work with students

Clarify legal rights, responsibilities, and liabilities with
the school

Make accommodations for students with special needs

Provide students with a mentor in addition to the
worksite supervisor

Worksite supervisor

Attend an orientation session and/or review materials
provided by the school

Work with the student and teacher/coordinator to define
a sequence of increasingly demanding job skills the student
will be expected to master to qualify for skill certification
or college credits or to develop entry-level job skills

Help design a learning plan that reflects industry standards
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roles Extensive work-based learning:
roles and responsibilities of partners cont.

Provide instruction in job- and induvry-related competencies

Instruct the student in general workplace competencies,
such.as workplace safety, teamwork, and decisionmaking

Provide consistent, concrete support and guidance to
the student

Keep in regular contact with the teacher/program
coordinator to discuss progress and to report any concerns

Work closely with the teacher/program coordinator to
integrate worksite learning with academic and vocational
courses at school

Student

Participate in an Orientation session

Sign and adhere to the expectations articulated in the
learning plan

Understand and comply with rules and regulations of
the worksite

Demonstrate specified learning outcomes through a
portfolio or other means of capturing academic and
technical skills

Talk to the teacher/program coordinatoi or employees
immediately about questions regarding assignments,
expectations, or appropriate behavior

Participate in ongoing reflection sessions

Give structured feedback about the extensive work-based
learning placement through evaluation forms and conver-
sations with the teacher/program coordinator

Write a letter thanking the worksite supervisor

7 6
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Extensive work-based learning:
rotes and responsibilities of partners cont.

Teacher/program coordinator

Prepare an orientation session and/or materials for the
employer and participating employees

Hold an orientation session for students and
parents/guardians to discuss the purpose and expectations
of extensive work-based learning

Help specify skills and competencies in the learning plan

Develop interdisciplinary, project-based learning curricula
integrating academic and vocational learning with students'
worksite experiences

Incorporate issues raised during students' reflection ses-
sions on work experience into school-based assignments

Meet regularly with other teachers/program coordinators
and employees to plan instruction and evaluate placements
and student progress

Ensure the student has his or her signed parent/guardian
consent forms

Keep in regular contact with the student's worksite
supervisor and mentor

Hold regular reflection sessions to allow students a chance
to discuss what is going on at their worksites

Regularly evaluate the student's performance

Assign the student to write a thank-you letter to the work-
site supervisor

7 )
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glossary
This glossary defines terms used in this guide as well as oth-

ers relevant to work-based learning. Use it as a tool to help

build a common understanding of work-based learning among

all the partners who make it happenstudents, parents or

guardians, teachers, program coordinators, school administra-

tors, employers, employees, union representatives, and other

active members of your cnmmunity.

All aspects of the industry. An approach to work-based learning
that emphasizes broad, transferable knoWledge of the workplace
rather than job-specific skills. As originally defined by the Carl
D. Perkins Vocational and Applied Technology Act, all aspects
of the industry includes these eight components common in
every industry or enterprise: (1) planning, (2) management, (3)
finance, (4) technical and production skills, (5) underlying prin-
ciples of technology, (6) labor issues, (7) community issues, and
(8) health, safety, and environmental issues. Some programs
using this all-aspects framework have added additional compo-
nents, such as ethics; history, and economics.

Career. A career is the lifelong intersection of education and
employment, as opposed to a single job at one moment in time.
Making decisions that result in a satisfying career depends on
applying accurate information about the labor market to one's
own interests and values.

Career education. Career education is a lifelong process of inves-
tigating employment options and exploring, developing, and
refining one's career interests and skills.

Career exploration. A worksite experience (typically 10 to 30
hours over the course of several days or weeks) during which the
student observes and interacts with workers, participates in
hands-on activities, and completes written assignments to learn
about the skills and knowledge required at the workplace.

Competency-based education. A curriculum and instructional
approach based on the demonstration of knowledge and skills.

Coorrative education. A paid work experience arranged and
supervised by a school for which a student receives academic
credit and works toward an occupational goal.

tio
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Continuum of work-based learning. A progression of worksite
experiences that range from field trip through extensive work-
based learning. As the worksite experiences become increasingly
complex, greater time and commitment are required from
employers, teachers, and students.

Employability skills. Work habits, social skills, and attitudes val-
ued by employers in any occupational area (e.g., responsibility,
communication, initiative, teamwork, cooperation, attendance,
organization, and flexibility).

Entry-level skills. The minimum education and skill qualifica-
tions necessary for obtaining and keeping a specific job; the
starting point in a particular occupation or with a certain
employer.

Extensive work-based learning. A worksite experience (typically
three to 12 months) during which a student progresses through a
planned sequence of increasingly demanding activities integrated
with academic learning to (1) learn entry-level job skills and (2)
receive skill certification and/or postsecondary school credits.

Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA). A federal law, originally enact-
ed in 1938, that includes rules and regulations regarding child
labor. The FLSA is applicable in every state; however, there are
variations in state and federal child labor laws. If state and fed-
eral rules and regulations conflict, the stricter one applies.

Field trip. A worksite experience (typically one to three hours)
during which a group of students, escorted by school staff, tours
a business and speaks with workers.

Integrated curriculum. A way of organizing curriculum content
so that academic learning and hands-on worksite experiences are
linked to complement and reinforce each other.

Industry skill standards. Employer-defined and accepted levels of
performance required for success in a particular occupation.
Standards set by industries typically define core competencies
and the related knowledge and skills integral to specific jobs.

Internship. A worksite experience (typically three to 18 weeks)
during which a student completes a planned series of activities,
set of learning objectives, or project(s) designed to give a broad
understanding of a business or occupational area. An internship

On
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culminates in a demonstration (product or presentation) of
learning jointly evaluated by school and worksite staff.

Job shadow. A worksite experience (typically three to six hours)
during which a student spends time one-on-one with an employ-
ee observing daily activities and asking questions about the job
and workplace.

Mentor. A trusted, experienced, and interested individual who
guides the development, education, and/or career of a younger
or less experienced person. Many school districts recruit, train,
and coordinate community volunteers to serve as both career
and personal mentors for students.

Nontraditional occupations. Occupations in which representa-
tion of men or women has traditionally been less than 25 per-
cent. For example, nontraditional occupations for women
include auto mechanics and engineering; nontraditional occupa-
tions for men include nursing and secretarial work.

Occupational skills. The ability to perform tasks specific to a
particular job. Occupational skills or job skills are sometimes
contrasted with employability skills that are common to all jobs;
for example, using a cash register is au occupational skill, while
the ability to communicate well is an employability skill.

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). A fed-
eral agency that develops and issues regulations co.Icerning
health and safety on the job; it conducts investigations and
inspections to determine workplace compliance.

Portfolio. A collection of materials that documents and demon-
strates a student's academic and work-based learning. Although
there is no standard format for a portfolio, it typically includes
many forms of information that exhibit the student's knowledge,
skills, and interests. By building a portfolio, students can recog-
nize their own growth and learn to take increased responsibility
for their education. Teachers, mentors, and employers can use
portfolios to record educational outcomes and for assessment
purposes.

Reflection. Activities and assignments that are designed to
(1) encourage students to analyze their learning experiences in
the context of their interests, abilities, and values, (2) connect
work with what they are learning in school, and (3) set meaning-
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ful personal and career goals. Reflection can be organized as
group discussion, journal writing, role playing, or multi-media
projects as well as any other activities which help students apply
what they have learned to their own lives and future.

School-to-work-transition. By restructuring education so that
school-based learning is integrated with learning in the commu-
nity, school-to-work (also called school-to-careers) increases
opportunities for all students to identify and pursue their educa-
tional and career goals.

SCANS (Secretary's Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills).
A 1991 federal report, What Work Requires of Schools, that
identifies skills and competencies necessary for work readiness in
any occupational area. The skills are divided into two categories:
(1) foundation skills (basic skills, thinking skills, and personal
qualities), and (2) workplace competencies (ability to productive-
ly use resources, interpersonal skills, information, systems, and
technology).

Skill certification. Official confirmation that a student or worker
can successfully perform a task to a set of accepted standards.

Transferable skills. Skills that are interchangeable among differ-
ent jobs and workplaces. For example, the ability to handle cash
is a skill transferable from restaurant cashier to bank teller; the
ability to function weli as a team member is transferable among
most jobs and workplaces.

Work-based learning. A structured learning experience that inte-
grates worksite experiences with classroom instruction. Through
work-based learning students gain employability and occupa-
tional skills while applying and advancing their knowledge in
academic areas.

Worksite contact person. The person at a worksite who coordi-
nates work-based learning activities for students. This person's
responsibilities may include (1) maintaining contact with school
staff, (2) acting as a resource for other employees working with
students, and (3) identifying the support necessary to provide a
meaningful experience for students.

S
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Linking Work and Learning

This is a series of products designed to

facilitate work-based lean.ing so that

youth make informed career choices and

experience success in the world of work.

Other products in the series include:
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Career Exploration Guide Helps a student explore all

aspects of a job/career over the course of several days at a

worksite. A companion piece for staff outlines how to plan

career explorations that are of maximum benefit to students.

Job Shadow Guide-Helps a student investigate a specific job

_ during several hours at a worksite. A companion piece for

staff outlines how to plan and implement effective job-

shadow experiences.

Learning Site Analysis Form Used collaboratively by school

and worksite staff, this- tool helps identify and analyze the

lgarning potential of a worksite.

Integrated Learning ProjectsHighlights how to design indi-

vidual or group projects that integrate academic with work-

based learning.

Survival Skills GuideProvides strategies for identifying and

teaching survival skills that are essential for independent liv-

ing.

Community-based Learning: From A to 2Gives a tour of key

concepts and strategies that are intrinsic to making the com-

munity an extension of the classroom. .

To order materials in this series, contact NWREL Document

Reproduction Service at (800) 547-6339, ext. 519

For information about related staff de+ielopment workshops,

contact NWREL Education and Work program at (800) 547-

6339, ext. 595 or (503) 275-9595.

This product is pnnted on recycled paper. el)
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